SUPPLIES

Red, White & Beautiful
by Katie Pertiet
Designer Cardstock
Red, White & Beautiful
by Katie Pertiet
2” Border Strips
Real Seal Paper Punch
Foam Mounting Squares
Tape Runner
Multi-purpose Tool
Jute or twine
Hole Punch

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Print or trace stars in two sizes on back of Red with White Dot Designer Cardstock and Blue with Vine Designer Cardstock. **NOTE:** to print using printer, trim cardstock to 8.5x11 and then print. Cut stars from cardstock. Using Multi-purpose Tool, score from one star point to opposite side, not the point. Repeat for each star point. Fold along lines, pressing in between points to make points pop up. Repeat for all stars. Punch or poke holes in one point of each star.

2. Select eight Border Strips, reserving Words Border Strip for decorating. Cut three Border Strips at 6”. Cut five Border Strips at 8”. Notch one end of each cut 6” and 8” Border Strip piece. Punch or poke holes in top corners of each Border Strip.

3. Cut Tan with White Dot Designer Cardstock and White with Blue and Red Stripes Designer Cardstock to 6” x 12”. Using a ruler and pencil or pen, mark at 4” and 8” on one of the Tan with White Dot Designer Cardstock. Rotate and mark other edge at 2”, 6”, and 10”. Using trimmer, cut from edge to 2” mark, then 4” mark to 2” mark. Repeat with other marks to create four triangles. Repeat with one of the White with Blue and Red Stripes Designer Cardstock pieces. Punch or poke holes in top corners of each triangle.

4. Using remaining pieces from stars, punch nine Real Seal shapes from each design. Roll edges with Multi-purpose Tool or fingernail on five Red with White Dot pieces. Roll edges on four Blue with Vine pieces. Adhere a rolled piece to flat piece, offsetting points. Adhere to triangle pieces.

5. Trim nine words/phrases from Words Border Strip; adhere with small foam square to Real Seal pieces on triangles. Adhere some to center and others to side.

6. String pieces together with jute or twine to create banner. Layer 6” Border Strip over 8” Border Strip.

**NOTE:** Design shown for United States. Use less blue to create for Canada.
Create the Look
Celebrate Your Country Banner

SAMPLE